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Loved by generations of readers around the worldAnne Shirley has a tendency to stir up

controversy wherever she goes. And her new position as principal of Summerside High School is no

exception. The Pringles, the ruling family in town, want one of their own in the job, and they've made

it their mission to drive Annie out.As Anne settles into her tower room at Windy Poplars with the

widows Aunt Kate and Aunt Chatty, she finds she has more allies than she knows. And letters from

her dear Gilbert Blythe help her remember that with a little bit of imagination, she can triumph over

anything...Through Anne's eyes, the ordinary world becomes magical and every day is an

adventure. It's no surprise she is a favorite of everyone from Mark Twain to Duchess Kate. This new

edition lovingly restores the original, unabridged text and includes an all-new, exclusive introduction

with special memories from L.M. Montgomery's granddaughter.
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I've read Anne books 1-5 and still have three to go (I've also read "Chronicles of Avonlea," "Further

Chronicles of Avonlea," "The Road to Yesterday," "The Story Girl" and "The Golden Road"), and

"Anne of Windy Poplars" is my absolute favourite next to "Anne of Green Gables." "Windy Poplars"

captures Anne's vivid prose, wit and imagination perfectly, and the numerous side plots ensure that

the novel never becomes dull. Much of the story is written as letters from Anne to Gilbert in which

she describes her new life in Summerside, her room at Windy Poplars, the household intrigues

between Aunts Chatty and Kathy and the tomatolike housekeeper Rebecca Dew, and the schemes



of the spiteful Pringle clan in attempting to bring Anne down. At first the chapters upon chapters of

letters seemed daunting, but I gradually grew to love Anne's narrations ("In passing, isn't "dusk" a

lovely word?" Anne writes to Gilbert. "It sounds so velvety and shadowy and...and...dusky. In

daylight I belong to the world....in the night to sleep and eternity. But in the dark I'm free from both

and belong only to myself..and to you." Although some are love letters, Montgomery tastefully omits

the romantic portions.Although I found some of the other Anne novels to be a bit taxing (among

them Anne's House of Dreams"), "Windy Poplars" is an absolute delight from start to finish and

features an extremely memorable cast of characters: Minerva Tomgallon, Jen Pringle, Rebecca

Dew, Nora Nelson, Katherine Brooke, Pauline Gibson, Little Elizabeth, Cousin Ernestine, Gerald

and Geraldine among them. Some of the adventures are too conveniently arranged, but overall the

book feels natural and reads well. Anne's constant adventures, musings and near-disasters are

sure to entertain kindred spirits around the globe.
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